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NEURO-WAVELET BASED ISLANDING DETECTION TECHNIQUE 

Yara Fayyad, Candidate for the Master of Science Degree 

American University of Sharjah, 2010 

ABSTRACT 

Integrating distributed generator into the existing distribution network is 

predicted to play an important role in the near future. Distributed generators, 

specifically renewable energy technologies, such as photovoltaic, wind-turbine and 

fuel cells are entering a stage of fast expansion. The Electric Power Research Institute 

estimates that distributed generations account for 20% of all new generations going 

online in the US. 

Connecting distributed generator to the distribution network has many benefits 

such as increasing the capacity of the grid and enhancing the power quality. However, 

it gives rise to many problems. This is mainly due to the fact that distribution 

networks are designed without any generation units at that level. Hence, integrating 

distributed generators into the existing distribution network is not problem-free. 

Unintentional islanding is one of the encountered problems. Islanding is the situation 

where the distribution system containing both distributed generator and loads is 

separated from the main grid as a result of many reasons such as electrical faults and 
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their subsequent switching incidents, equipment failure, or pre-planned switching 

events like maintenance. 

In this thesis a passive Neuro-wavelet based islanding detection technique has 

been developed. The proposed method utilizes and combines wavelet analysis and 

artificial neural network to detect islanding. The technique is based on the transient 

voltage signals generated during the islanding event. Discrete wavelet transform is 

capable of decomposing the signals into different frequency bands. It can be utilized 

in extracting discriminative features from the acquired voltage signals. The features 

are then fed to a trained artificial neural network model which is if well trained 

capable of differentiating between islanding event and any other transient events such 

as switching or temporary fault. The trained classifier was then tested using novel 

voltage waveforms. The test results indicated that this approach can detect islanding 

events with high degree of accuracy. 
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CHAPTER   1 

INTRODUCTION 

Existing distribution systems are designed to accept bulk power from the 

transmission network and distribute it to the loads. It is the utility’s responsibility to 

generate, transmit and distribute the electricity to customers. This traditional structure 

is referred to as “centralized or regulated” electric power system. Though, it is 

generally agreed that the centralized electric power plants will remain the major source 

of electricity. However, centralized power plants face many challenges from different 

aspects such as high power loss, environmental pollution, and the need to update the 

energy infrastructure  [1]. Over the last number of years, allowing small generation 

units known as distributed generators (DGs) to be connected at the distribution 

network is increasing significantly. This practice will move the conventional electric 

power plant from being regulated and centralized to deregulated power plants. Since 

distribution networks are designed without any generation at the customer side, 

integrating DGs into the distribution network can impact it positively or negatively.  

This chapter presents the benefits and risks when connecting distributed 

generators to the existing distribution system. The chapter starts with an introduction 

on the structure of distribution networks and the concept of distributed generation.  

Then, the benefits of connecting DGs into distribution network and their impacts are 

presented. And lastly, an introduction to the islanding problem is given. 

1.1 Conventional Electric Power Grid 

Traditional power systems consist of four main Parts: Generation, Transmission, 

Distribution, and loads. In the generation phase, electricity is generally generated 

between 11 and 25 kV. Then, it is stepped up and transmitted via overhead lines from 

the generation units to remote areas of primary and secondary distribution systems 
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where the voltage is stepped down.  Figure  1.1 shows the different phases and their 

voltage ratings  [2].  

 

Figure  1.1: Different phases and their voltage rating in a traditional electric power grid. 

1.2 Distributed Generators  

A Distributed Generator (DG) is an electric power source of typically 5kW to 

20MW capacity connected directly to the distribution grid away from the main 

substation  [2]. Distributed Generators can be divided according to the electrical 

interfaces into two main classes: Rotating machines type and inverter based type. 

• Rotating machine DG type: 

DG of rotating type include synchronous and induction generators. The 

synchronous type includes reciprocating engines (diesel and gas), mini hydro, small 

gas turbine, and some wind systems. Induction generators include wind systems and 

reciprocating engines which run on fuel to generate electricity. The reciprocating DG 

type suffer from some drawbacks such as noise, emissions and maintenance cost  [3]. 

• Inverter based DG type: 

The inverter based DG type relies on the inverter to convert the electricity from 

the DG to a form that can be supplied to the distribution network. The inverter is 

actually an interface between the system and the generator, the structure of this 
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interface depends on the distributed generator type. DG could be rotating machine type 

or inverter based type as shown in Figure 1.2  [3]. If the source is a rotating machine 

operating at variable speed, such as those found in wind turbines and micro-turbines, 

the variable frequency AC voltage at the terminals of the generator is rectified and 

regulated to DC and then inverted to a fixed frequency AC current that is fed to the 

distribution network. On the other hand, if the distributed generation source has a 

varying DC voltage output, such as a photovoltaic array or fuel cell, the voltage may 

first be stepped up or down and pre-regulated by a DC/DC converter, or it may be fed 

directly to the DC to AC inverter.  It is considered to be the most important functional 

block in the DG system since it is responsible for controlling the output active and 

reactive power of the DG.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure  1.2: Inverter interface topology for (a) rotating machine (b) fuel cell or PV DG. 

Environmental concern is now driving the use of renewable and clean energy. 

Photovoltaic power generation is expected to play a big part due to their small scale 

and low maintenance characteristics. According to Chinese electric power institute a 

total of 350MW is generated by installed PV panels. Moreover, it is expected that PV 

panel will account for a total of 1.8 GW by 2020 and 600 GW by 2050  [4].  
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Over the past two decades, PV efficiencies, reliability, and manufacturing 

capabilities have improved. As a consequence, the cost of photovoltaic panels has 

fallen significantly in the recent years and can be expected to continue to fall. The cost 

of PV panels has decreased by almost 70 percent since 1980 and is estimated to 

decrease by another 70 percent from current levels by 2020 as shown in Figure  1.3. 

Due to the various advantages of PV generation, the DG considered in this thesis is PV 

panels  [5]. 

Distributed generator can be classified according to their technology into three 

main classes, namely, renewable, non-renewable and storage devices as shown 

in Figure  1.4.  

 

Figure  1.3: Cost of photovoltaic electricity.  
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Distributed Generation Technologies 

 

 

 

 

 

Renewable Non-Renewable Storage devices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Super conducting 

magnetic energy 

storage  

• Batteries 

• Flywheel 

• Ultra-capacitors 

• Modular pumped 

• Wind power 

• Solar Photovoltaic 

• Small hydro 

power 

• Biomass 

• Geothermal 

• Waver energy 

 
• Micro- turbine 

• Fuel cell 

• Reciprocating 

engine 

hydro

Figure  1.4: Distributed generation technology classification. 

1.3  Benefits of Connecting DGs into Existing Distribution Network 

 

 Connecting DGs into the existing electric power grid has many benefits such as: 

 

• Power peak shaving: Distributed generation operation during peak 

demand periods (Peak Shaving) contribute in supplying demand power 

during these high demand periods hence reducing the amount of electricity 

purchased during the peak price periods. In this way, distributed 

generation contributes in avoiding electricity price fluctuations. This is 

considered the major driver for distributed generation installation in 

US  [1].  

• Network reliability: Installing Distributed generators enhance the reliability 

of the system by providing a back- up in case of power interruption  [1]. 
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• Voltage control: Other than producing real power distributed generators 

provides reactive supply (absorption and injection) to achieve voltage 

control. 

 

• Power quality: Distributed generation can assist in solving power quality 

problems, such as voltage sags, as the installation of a DG increase the 

voltage level in the network. Moreover, distributed generation can also 

contribute in the power factor correction  [1]. 

 

• Transmission and Distribution Deferral: In some locations, where load 

goes beyond transmission line’s capacity, addition of DG will be more 

economical than constructing distribution lines. 

1.4 Technical Challenges when Connecting DGs into the Existing Distribution 

System 

Distribution power systems are radial in nature. Power flows in one direction from 

the utility to the load. Most protection, monitoring, and control devices are designed 

based on this unidirectional flow of power. Hence, integrating distributed generators 

into the existing distribution power system will give rise to many problems such as: 

voltage regulation, fuse-recloser coordination, unintentional islanding, and increase the 

system’s fault level  [6]. Among all the above mentioned problems unintentional 

islanding is one of the most important concern when integrating DG into the grid  [7]. 

  Islanding phenomenon is the situation where the distribution system containing 

both distributed generator and loads is separated from the main grid as a result of 

several reasons such as electrical faults and their subsequent switching incidents, 

equipment failure, or pre-planned switching events like maintenance. Figure  1.5 shows 

a typical distribution system with three distributed generators connected to it  [7]. Due 

to one of the reasons mentioned earlier circuit breaker “C” was tripped and a power 

island was formed. 
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Figure  1.5 : Typical distribution system with distributed generators.  

Unintentional islanding has the following implications on the electric power 

system.  

• The voltage and frequency provided to the loads in the islanded system can 

vary significantly since the utility is no longer controlling the voltage and 

frequency, creating the possibility of damage to customer equipment  [7]. 

 

• Islanding may create a hazard for utility line-workers or the public by causing a 

line to remain energized that may be assumed to be disconnected from all 

energy sources  [7].  

 

• The distributed generators in the island could be damaged when the island is 

reconnected to the grid due to the out-of-phase reclosing which can inject a 

large current to the generators. This is because the generators are likely not in 

synchronism with the system at the instant of reconnection  [7]. 

For safe operation unintentional islanding should properly detected. According to 

IEEE Standard 1547-2003 and IEEE Standard 929-2000, DG units are normally 

disconnected from the AC line when the grid is not present  [8]. 
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1.5 Problem Statement  

Presently, there are many methods which may be used to detect the islanding 

situation of DG(s). Passive methods such as under/over voltage and under/over 

frequency work well when there is an imbalance of power between the loads and the 

DG(s) present in the power island. However, these methods fail to detect the islanding 

condition if there is a balance of power supplied and consumed in the island. Various 

active methods which attempt to create a power imbalance so that the island may be 

detected also exist. However, these methods can degrade the quality of the power 

supplied by the DG and their ability to detect the island may be diminished when there 

are multiple DGs supplying power to the same island. The active methods may also 

require knowledge of the currents being drawn by the loads. Utility installed methods 

such as power line carrier communication require extra equipment and therefore may 

be expensive. 

Attempts to use wavelet transform (WT) along with artificial intelligence as a 

technique to detect the phenomenon of islanding have been found in  [9],  [10] and  [11]. 

However, these methods were implemented on rotating machine DG type. The method 

developed in  [9] involved using the energy extracted from the current signal via WT as 

a feature vector in their pattern recognition model. On the other hand, the recurrent 

ANN based islanding protection technique used in  [11] adopted the synchronous DG 

speed deviation as its feature vector.        

Proposed is an islanding detection method based on implementing the wavelet 

transform of the voltage signal at the point of common coupling. A decision whether 

an islanding or not has occurred is obtained using the trained Artificial Neural network 

(ANN) model. A number of simulated voltage signals are acquired from the system 

modeled in PSCAD. The acquired voltage signals have mainly two classes: non-

islanding and islanding. Simulated non-islanding cases include normal operation, 

temporary single line to ground (SLG), line to line to ground (LLG), and three phases 

to ground faults at different locations of the line on the distribution network, and 

switching of loads. On the other hand, the islanding cases simulated include opening of 

different circuit breakers which cause islanding at different times within one power 

cycle.  
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Wavelet analysis is a developed mathematical tool for signal processing. The basic 

concept in wavelet transform (WT) is to select an appropriate wavelet function 

“mother wavelet” and then perform analysis using shifted and dilated versions of this 

wavelet. In WT a windowing technique with variable-sized regions is used. Wavelet 

analysis allows the use of long windows where low-frequency information 

(approximation) is required, and short windows where high-frequency information 

(detail) is required.    

The energy content of the detail coefficients for the voltage waveforms acquired 

are calculated for the obtained two different classes.  A single arbitrary threshold is 

insufficient to discriminate between the different events. Therefore, the use of artificial 

intelligent technique is suggested.  A well trained ANN has the capability of learning 

complex mapping, linear or nonlinear, from the input space to the output space. 

The algorithm is modified in order to have the ability to detect the occurrence of 

islanding in real time implementation rather than offline monitoring. A real time 

implementation of the algorithm can be achieved using a sliding window. The 

algorithm starts by collecting a one cycle sampled data window for each signal. Then, 

a WT analysis is carried out and the energy content in the details of the obtained 

voltage waveforms are calculated. Then a sliding data window as mention earlier is 

used, i.e., for each new sample to enter the window the oldest one is disregarded and 

the algorithm starts. A decision will be made whether an islanding has taken place or 

not using ANN. 

1.6 Thesis objectives and contribution   

 The capabilities of some conventional passive islanding detection techniques are 

verified using computer simulation. The techniques considered in this thesis are 

under/over frequency (UOF), under/over voltage (UOV) and detection of harmonics 

(DH). It was found that UOF and UOV passive methods fail to detect islanding if the 

power generated is matched with the power consumed by the load. On the other hand, 

DH has the problem of false tripping since it is hard to set an appropriate threshold that 

provides islanding detection. Therefore, these passive techniques are not capable of 

detecting islanding alone and they should be combined with other techniques 

especially in the presence of multiple DGs in the distribution network. 
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The main objective of this thesis is to design reliable, fast, and cost effective 

islanding detection approach which work well in case of matched power situation and 

in the presence of multiple DGs. Another objective is to select an appropriate 

discriminative feature which will successfully detect islanding. 

Proposed is a Neuro-wavelet based islanding detection technique in which the 

voltage signal at the PCC will be acquired and then decomposed into different 

frequency bands using DWT. The energy content of the wavelet details will be 

calculated and fed to a trained ANN. A decision whether an islanding or non-islanding 

event will be obtained using the trained ANN. 

  The proposed method has the potential to detect islanding conditions reliably in 

the presence of multiple DG islands. It is based on local cost effective measurements. 

Moreover, it is fast as the islanding detection time is less than 2 seconds which is the 

allowed detection time according to the IEEE standards. In addition of being fast and 

cost effective, the proposed technique has no negative impact on the power quality 

unlike proposed active techniques.  

1.7 Thesis outline 

The thesis is organized in 5 chapters as described below: 

Chapter 2 presents a literature review on the previous work conducted in the area 

of islanding detection. The principle of operation, the benefits, and the drawbacks of 

each method are discussed.  

Chapter 3 deals with the performance of UOF, UOV and DH passive techniques. 

It begins with the theory behind these passive techniques and a detailed description of 

the system model used for all the simulations in this work. The results of the 

implemented techniques are then presented and discussed to show the limitations of 

those techniques.  

In chapter 4 the proposed neuro-wavelet based islanding detection technique is 

fully described. The chapter gives an overview of artificial neural network (ANN) 

architecture. The training process of ANN is then explained. A detail description of 

wavelet transform is then presented. The methodology of the proposed technique is 

fully explained. Finally, simulation test results showing the proper operation of neuro-

wavelet technique are presented and discussed. 
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Chapter 5 concludes and summarizes the important contributions and findings of 

the proposed neuro-wavelet base islandind detection technique. Specific 

recommendations regarding islanding detection in multi-DG islands and for the 

implementation of a neuro-wavelet based islanding detection scheme are presented. 

Finally, suggestions for future work are identified. 
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CHAPTER   2 

ISLANDING DETECTION  

A critical requirement for grid connected DG is islanding detection. According to 

IEEE std. 1546, the DG should be disconnected once an islanding event is declared. 

Several islanding detection techniques have been proposed in the literature. An 

overview of various islanding detection methods, principles of operation, their 

strengths and drawbacks are introduced in this chapter. 

2.1 Review of Established Islanding Detection Methods 

Islanding detection methods may be divided into two main categories: remote 

methods and local methods. Remote techniques are based on the communication 

between the utility and the distributed generators. On the other hand, local techniques 

are based on the data available on the distributed generator side. Local techniques can 

be further classified into passive and active methods  [12] as shown in Figure  2.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2.1: Classification of islanding detection methods. 
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An islanding detection method may have a non-detection zone (NDZ). The NDZ 

is mainly associated with a range of active and reactive power (∆ , ∆ ) in which the 

detection method fails to detect the occurrence of an island. A positive ∆  indicates an 

excess of the power consumed by the load within an island resulting in under voltage. 

On the other hand, a positive ∆  indicates an excess of reactive power consumed by 

the load resulting in an over frequency. A small mismatch in the active and reactive 

power will not be sufficient to cause tripping of voltage and frequency relays which 

will be fully discussed in chapter three. An accepted way of comparing and evaluating 

two anti-islanding detection techniques is by comparing the area of the NDZ. A 

method resulting in a smaller NDZ will be able to detect the islanding more 

reliably. Figure  2.2 shows an example of NDZ; the shaded area shows the active and 

reactive power mismatch regions in which the method will fail to detect islanding 

events.  

 

∆ 

∆   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2.2: An example of non-detection zone. 

2.1.1 Passive methods 

Passive methods basically monitor selected parameters such as voltage and 

frequency in order to decide whether or not an islanding has taken place. Passive 

methods are easy to implement and consist of equipment installed on the DG side. 

Under/over frequency (UOF), under/over voltage (UOV), detection of harmonics (DH) 

and phase jump detection (PJD) are the common used passive techniques. The 

performance of these techniques will be explained in the following section. 
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2.1.1.1. Under/Over voltage and Under/Over frequency 

All grid-connected PV inverters are required to have under/over frequency 

protection methods (UOF) and under/over voltage protection methods (UOV). These 

UOF/UOV protective devices protect the customer’s equipment and used also as an 

anti-islanding detection methods. 

Consider the system configuration shown in Figure  2.3 in which a photovoltaic 

panel is connected to the grid.  Node ‘a’ is the point of common coupling between the 

utility and PV panel. When the utility is connected, real and reactive power (Ppv+jQpv) 

will be supplied from the DG. If the power rating of the load is greater than that of the 

DG then the power mismatch ΔP, Δ Q will be compensated from the grid. However, 

when the grid is disconnected and an island is formed, the voltage and frequency will 

deviate. The behavior of this method will depend on ΔP and ΔQ. If ΔP ≠ 0 then the 

amplitude of the voltage at PCC will change and the UOV protective relay will detect 

the islanding. Similarly, if ΔQ ≠ 0 then the phase of the voltage at the PCC will deviate 

resulting in frequency deviation which will be detected using UOF protective relays. If 

ΔP and ΔQ are large enough the voltage and frequency will go beyond the nominal 

ranges of UOF/UOV protection devices and a trip signal will be sent to trip circuit 

breaker CB2. 

This method will fail to detect islanding if the load is closely matched to the 

inverter’s output power. The voltage and frequency deviation will not be sufficient to 

exceed the nominal ranges of UOF/UOV protection devices. 

 
CB2 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2.3: Distribution system with Photovoltaic DG. 
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2.1.1.2. Detection of Harmonics 

There are several ways to calculate the harmonic content in a voltage or current 

signals. The most common way is to calculate the total harmonic distortion (THD) 

which is calculated according to equation (2.1): 

 

∑
                                         2.1  1

 

Where:  is denoted for all the harmonic components except for the fundamental 

and 1  is the fundamental frequency component. 

 There are two main sources of harmonics in typical distribution systems. The first 

source includes power electronic converters such as three phase inverter while the 

second source includes devices that exhibit non-linear relationship between the voltage 

and current such as transformers.  

This method involves monitoring the THD of the voltage or current signal at the 

point of common coupling. During grid connected mode, the distorted current which 

includes the harmonics will flow from the inverter out to the utility since the grid has 

lower impedance compared to that of the load. The current containing the harmonics 

will interact with the low impedance grid producing small amount of distortion in the 

voltage signal. However, when the grid is disconnected, the current containing the 

harmonics will be forced to flow into the load which has high impedance producing 

larger amount of distortion in the voltage signal compared to the amount produced 

under grid connected mode. If the THD was large enough it will exceed the threshold 

and islanding will be detected.  

2.1.1.3. Phase jump detection 

This method involves monitoring the phase difference between the voltage and the 

current of the DG’s output for a sudden jump. Under normal condition and for current 

source inverters, the inverter’s output current which will be synchronized with the 

utility voltage by detecting the rising or falling zero crossing for synchronizing 

purposes. This can be achieved using a phase locked loop (PLL). In case of islanding, 
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the inverter’s current is fixed by the utility voltage source since it is following the 

template provided by the PLL but the voltage is no longer fixed. The phase angle of 

the load should be maintained to that before the disconnection. In order to achieve this 

condition, the voltage will “jump” to this new phase. The phase error is measured and 

once it exceeds certain threshold islanding is detected. Figure  2.4 shows the operation 

of voltage phase jump detection method  [12]. 

 

 

Figure  2.4: Operation of voltage phase jump detection method. 

2.1.1.4. Other passive detection methods:   

Other passive detection methods were proposed. These methods include voltage 

unbalance  [8], comparison of the rate of change of frequency (ROCOF)  [13], and 

monitoring the voltage and changes in power factor  [14].  

Passive methods in general are easy to implement. Unfortunately, the majority of 

these methods suffer from large NDZ which is due to the difficulty to choose a suitable 

threshold on the monitored parameters. This threshold should be capable of 

differentiating between an islanding condition and any other disturbances in the system 

to avoid false tripping.  
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2.1.2 Active methods 

Active methods basically introduce disturbances to the connected circuit and then 

monitor the response of the system to determine whether or not an islanding has 

occurred. Active methods involve some kind of feedback or control mechanism that 

force the system‘s frequency or voltage at the point of common coupling to deviate 

outside the acceptable limits such that islanding maybe detected using passive UOF 

and UOV. During the grid connected operation the frequency and voltage of the DG 

will be controlled by the utility. However, during islanding operation the DGs are in 

control of the power island and the deviation from nominal values will occur. This 

section will briefly describe some implemented active methods. 

2.1.2.1.  Slip mode frequency shift 

Slip mode frequency shift method (SMS) involve using positive feedback to detect 

islanding. Positive feedback can be applied to the voltage, frequency or phase of the 

voltage at the point of common coupling. In this method a positive feedback is applied 

to the phase of the voltage at the point of common coupling. The phase angle between 

the terminal voltage and the DG current is a function of the frequency deviation.  

Normally, PV panel tend to operate at unity power factor hence the phase different 

between the DG voltage-current output is controlled to be equal to zero. However in 

SMS the phase angle is controlled to be a function of the frequency of the voltage 

signal at PCC. Under grid connected condition, the frequency is fixed and stabilizes at 

60 Hz. Once the utility is disconnected, the frequency deviates and the phase angle 

changes. This positive feedback mechanism results in frequency instability and derive 

the system to operate at new frequency which will be detected by UOF protective 

relay  [12]. 

2.1.2.2. Active frequency drift 

Active frequency drift (AFD) can be easily implemented with a microprocessor-

based controller. In AFD, the DG output current injected to the utility is slightly 

distorted. In this case there is a continuous tendency to drift the frequency. Figure  2.5 

shows an example of the distorted DG output current waveform along with undistorted 

sine waveform for comparison  [12]. 
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Figure  2.5: DG output current using AFD. 

When the utility is connected it is impossible to change the frequency. However, 

when the utility is disconnected, the frequency at the PCC will drift up or down 

seeking the load resonant frequency. This process continues until the frequency 

deviation will be detected using UOF passive devices. Though AFD is easy to 

implement, it intentionally introduces a distortion in the system which will result in 

power quality degradation.   

2.1.2.3. Sandia frequency shift 

Sandia frequency shift method (SFS) is an extension to the AFD method. In this 

method a positive feedback is applied to the frequency and the voltage at the point of 

common coupling. During normal operation the presence of the relatively strong utility 

source should overpower the positive feedback of the SFS equipped DG resulting in 

stable operation. However, during the absence of the utility, the DG is in control of the 

system frequency. The SFS aims to force the system frequency outside the acceptable 

limits. The error in the system frequency is multiplied by a gain greater than zero and 

then added to the actual system frequency. This sum is used as the frequency of the 

DG’s output. This means that the system frequency is unstable and should quickly rise 

or fall outside the operating limits of the passive relays  [15]. SFS is easy to implement 

and has small NDZ compared to other active techniques. However, it has negative 

impact on the power quality since the instability of the DG inverter’s output can cause 

undesirable transient behavior when a weak utility is connected. This problem will be 

duplicated as the penetration level of DG into the network increases.  
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2.1.2.4. Other active detection methods 

Some other active detection methods were proposed. An active method based on 

negative sequence current injection was proposed in  [16]. Reactive power insertion 

method which is applicable to synchronous machines and inverter based DG but not 

for induction machines was presented in  [17]. A hybrid islanding detection technique 

for synchronously rotating DGs is introduced in  [8]. The technique combined both the 

positive feedback (PF) technique (active method) and voltage unbalance and total 

harmonic distortion (VU/THD) technique (passive method). Simulation results show 

that the proposed hybrid technique is more effective than each of the techniques used 

alone.  

An alternative islanding detection technique suitable for inverter interfaced 

generators based on the correlation principle is proposed in  [15].  A correlation 

islanding detection technique, which operates based on the correlation between 

disturbances in system voltage and a pseudo-random sequence used to perturb the 

generator’s output was developed. The performance of the system when using three 

different pseudo random sequences (Maximal length, kasami and gold sequences) was 

studied. It was found that gold sequences have better performance than maximal length 

and kasami sequences.  

  In general active islanding detecting methods have smaller NDZ than the 

passive islanding methods. During matched power condition between the DG output 

power and the load, injecting disturbances into the system results in a mismatch power 

condition and islanding can be detected. However, in a mismatched power condition 

injecting disturbances into the system may coincidentally create a matched power 

condition and the method fails to detect the islanding. Although active methods 

provide more reliable islanding detection than passive methods, they have negative 

impact on the power quality of the system in the grid-connected mode. This could be 

duplicated if the penetration level of the DGs in the network increases. Under specific 

conditions, the injected signal for islanding detection may even result in instability of 

the system in a grid-connected mode. 
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2.1.3 Remote methods 

Remote islanding methods are communication based methods. Islanding is 

detected based on the status of the utility circuit breakers. In communication based 

methods, each DG site has a receiver, and all the circuit breakers in the line leading to 

the DG site from the utility have transmitters. The state of the circuit breaker is 

monitored and a signal is then sent to trip the DG unit in case of islanding  [12].      

2.1.3.1. Power line carrier communication 

Power line carrier communications (PLCC) involves sending a low energy 

communications signal along the power line itself. Figure  2.6 shows a system 

configuration using PLCC anti-islanding method [10]. A receiver is installed on the 

customer side of the point of common coupling. A PLCC transmitter located at the 

utility sends a signal along the power line to the receiver to perform a continuity test of 

the line. The receiver on the customer side will detect the presence or the absence of 

the signal. If the PLCC signal disappears, this indicates an islanding event since there 

is a break in the continuity of the line and the PLCC signal is lost  [12].  

 

Figure  2.6: System Configuration Including a PLCC Transmitter (T) and Receiver (R). 

2.1.3.2. Signal produced by disconnect 

 The signal produced by disconnect (SPD) method is similar to the PLCC method. 

However, in SPD method the signal is not transmitted using the power line. Instead, 

the utility recloser is equipped with a small transmitter that sends the signal to the DG 

when the recloser opens via microwave link, telephone line, or other means. In this 

method the state of the switch is directly communicated to the DG  [12]. 
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Though these techniques do not have NDZ and more efficient than both passive 

and active methods but they are expensive and complex to implement and hence non 

popular.  

2.1.4 Artificial intelligence based techniques  

Another method with the potential to detect islanding in case of matched power is 

proposed in  [9]. The studied system contains two DGs. The DGs were synchronous 

machine and induction machine. The method involves using pattern recognition 

techniques to recognize the transient patterns produced from the islanding events. The 

discrete wavelet transform was used to extract the energies of the current waveform at 

the point of common coupling. Then the energies were adopted as a feature vector to 

train the pattern model. The performance of three different pattern classifiers was 

studied. The three classifiers are: decision tree making, probabilistic neural network 

and support vector machine. Each trained classifier was then tested with novel test 

current waveforms. It was found that decision tree classifier resulted in the best 

performance. 

 An intelligent based approach for detecting islanding was introduced in  [10]. The 

technique uses 11 features to classify any possible islanding event. A decision tree 

approach was adopted to classify the islanding events.  The technique was tested and 

on a real system with multiple DGs and the results indicated that the approach can 

detect islanding event with good degree of accuracy. 

In another study, a recurrent artificial neural network based islanding protection 

technique is proposed in  [11]. The feature vector used is the synchronous generator 

speed deviation.  

2.1.5 Signal processing based techniques  

A wavelet transform-based islanding detection algorithm for inverter-assisted 

distributed generators is proposed in  [19] and  [20]. A discrete wavelet transform of the 

signals using Daubechie’s mother wavelet and scaling function at the fifth level were 

used. The voltage signal at point of common coupling and the inverter current were 

analyzed. The wavelet power which is the product of the voltage wavelet detail 

coefficients and the current wavelet detail coefficients are calculated. The wavelet 

power is then compared to an adaptive threshold. This adaptive threshold can be 
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achieved using fuzzy logic threshold controlled which used the RMS value of the 

voltage at PCC, inverter’s current and wavelet power and set a threshold based on the 

load. Since the threshold is dependent on load so it can also be considered to be fuzzy. 

The simulation results proved that the proposed method works with loads having 

quality factor greater than 2.5. A result with nonlinear loads shows the effectiveness of 

this method. The proposed algorithm also distinguishes between islanding and any 

other transients in power systems  [19]. Though the proposed technique has the 

potential to detect islanding, it was tested on single phase diagram. However, for three 

phase system, all the phases need to be monitored. Moreover, the proposed technique 

was tested on single DG. Also the proposed algorithm needs to be tested for multiple 

inverter case. 
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CHAPTER   3 

LIMITATIONS OF PASSIVE ISLANDING TECHNIQUES  

The performances of the most widely used passive anti-islanding detection 

methods are evaluated analytically and verified by computer simulation.  These 

techniques are under/over frequency (UOF), under/over voltage (UOV), and detection 

of harmonics (DH) passive anti-islanding schemes. The computer simulation of the 

system model followed by the principle of operation for each scheme is explained.   

3.1 System Model 

The performances of the islanding detection schemes are tested on a system model 

simulated by PSCAD 4.2 from Manitoba HVDC research center. The model simulated 

is adopted from  [15] and is based on a data from a real system. The modeled circuit is 

the same as the anti-islanding testing circuit defined in UL 1741 (Standard for 

Inverters, Converters, Controllers and Interconnection System Equipment for Use With 

Distributed Energy Resources) and IEEE 929  [21]. The testing circuit consists of an 

AC power supply to emulate the grid and a test load that remains connected to the near 

DG when an island is created. The system model diagram is shown in Figure  3.1. 
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Figure  3.1: System model. 

The testing procedure requires that the active and reactive power supplied from 

the DG match the power required by the test load. Because the load is very close to the 

DG compared with the grid, almost all the power required by the load is taken from the 

DG. Therefore, when islanding takes place, the detection is difficult. According to the 

previously mentioned standards much of work has been done to define the testing load. 

It is generally agreed that an RLC load tuned at the line frequency gives the worst case 

representation of an island. Other loads (i.e. transformers or non-linear loads) are less 

likely to create a non-detectable island or their effect could be duplicated with an RLC 

load  [7]. The PSCAD model under study is shown in Figure  3.2 and the system data is 

found in Table  3.1. Detailed description of the system model elements is given in the 

following subsections and the PSCAD simulation figures are attached in APPENDIX 

A. 

 

 

Figure  3.2: PSCAD simulated system model. 
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Table  3.1: System parameters 

Parameter Value Line Parameter Value 
Vsource 25kV Length 1 10 km 
Zsource 6.45+j14.4 Ω Length 2 1 km 
Rload 347 Ω R1 0.2138 Ω/km 
Lload 0.368 H Ro 0.3875 Ω/km 
CLoad 19.09 μF X1 0.3928 Ω/km 

DG TX ratio 25/0.48 Xo 1.8801 Ω/km 
DG TX X1 6% B1 4.2315 μS/km 

  Bo 1.60585μS/km 

3.1.1 Utility Source 

The utility source of the system under study is a 25kV substation. It is modeled as 

an ideal 25kVsource behind an impedance of 6.45 + j14.4 Ω. Islanding is achieved 

by opening of circuit breaker BRKA. 

3.1.2 Lines 

There are two sections of line in the model. The first line connects the substation 

to the load bus and is 10km long. The second line connects the load bus to the DG and 

is 1km long. Both lines have the same impedance per kilometer. Since both lines are 

relatively short, pi sections are suitable for modeling them at the power system 

frequency. 

3.1.3 Load 

In this study, a parallel RLC load is selected to test the islanding detection method. 

The resonant frequency of the load which is defined as in (3. 1) should be equal to the 

grid line frequency (60 Hz in this study).   

 
1

2 √
                                                                3.1  

Where:  is the grid frequency in Hz;  is the effective load inductance in Henry; 

and  is the effective load capacitance in Farad. Additionally, The quality factor ( ) 

calculated according to (3.2) is selected to be 2.5. The higher the quality factor the 

stronger the resonance. In such case it is difficult to drift the frequency of the islanded 

system.  

                                                          3.2  



Where:  is the inductor reactive power;  is the capacitor reactive power; and 

 is the active power. Mathematically, the load can be calculated according to the 

following equations: 

                                                                     3.3  

 2                                                 3.4  

   2                                                         3.5  

The load is modeled as a parallel RLC load. The load is 2MVA with a power 

factor close to unity. It is modeled using a 1.8MW wye connected resistive load 

(R=347 at 25kV) in parallel with a 4.5 MVAR inductive load (L=0.368H at 25kV, 

60Hz) and a 4.476MVAR capacitive load (C=19.09μF at 25kV, 60Hz). 

3.1.4 Distributed Generator  

The DG studied in this work is photovoltaic panel (PV). It can be modeled as a 

typical three phase inverter with a series inductor as an output filter. The inverter is 

current controlled. In case where more than one DG is connected to the system all the 

DGs are implemented identically. The individual components of the DG are described 

in detail below. 

(a) Inverter  

The Inverter is modeled using the standard three phase three leg inverter topology 

shown in Figure  3.3. The DC side voltage is taken to be a constant 900V. 

 

 Figure  3.3: PSCAD model of a Three phase inverter. 
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(b) Inverter Controller 

The DG inverter interface shown in Figure  3.4, is current controlled. It is 

implemented using PSCAD existing components. The frequency and phase of the 

system is determined using phase locked loop (PLL) of the point of common coupling 

voltage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure  3.4: Inverter current controller. 
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The abc voltage components are then transferred to the dq components according 

to (3.6) which is referred to Park transformation.  
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Similarly, the abc current components are transferred to the dq components using 

(3.6). Since the goal of this work is to detect islanding when the power within the 

island is matched to that of the load, it is desirable for the DG controller to accept the 

desired active and reactive powers, rather than currents, as the reference signals and 

converts them to the corresponding current reference using (3.7).  

 

 ,                                      3.7  

 

 There exist constant power controllers such as those implemented in  [22] and  [3]. 

Constant power controller is more complex than constant current controller since it 

uses twice as many gains to select. The performance of the controller selected was 

sufficient to achieve persistent islanding without the additional complexity of the 

control strategy  [15]. 

The outputs of the PI controllers (Vdref and Vqref) are then processed to obtain the 

modulation signal amplitude and phase angle. A space vector modulation (SVM) 

scheme is used to determine the gating signals to the three phase inverter. 

(c) UOF protective relay 

A component was created with a single input, the system frequency which is 

measured by the PLL, and a single output, a trip signal. The relay is provided with 

timers which are used to delay tripping in order to avoid false tripping in the case of 

transient deviations from the nominal frequency (i.e. switching). The frequency 
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settings are chosen according to the IEEE interconnection standards prescribed to 

response to abnormal system frequencies shown in Table 3.3  [15]. 

(d) UOV protective relay 

UOV protective relay is designed with the help of the online Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) block available in PSCAD and shown in Figure  3.5. FFT block 

determines the root mean square (RMS) harmonic magnitude and phase of the input 

voltage signal as a function of time.  The on-line frequency scanner allows the user to 

chose the number of harmonics from n=7 up to 255. The voltage settings are chosen 

according to the IEEE interconnection standards prescribed to response to abnormal 

system voltages found in Table  3.2. The protection device is provided with counter 

which will trip the system after the allowed maximum trip time passes. For example if 

the measured RMS voltage was between 50 and 88% of the nominal voltage, the relay 

will send a trip signal if the condition was satisfied for the consecutive 120 cycles 

according to the IEEE interconnection standards.     

 

 

Figure  3.5: FFT block in PSCAD. 

3.1.5  Total Harmonic Distortion Calculations 

The total harmonic distortion (THD) for the inverter output current can be 

obtained using the built in PSCAD blocks shown in Figure  3.6. The total harmonic 

distortion component measures both the total and individual harmonic distortion of the 

inverter’s output current signal according to (3.8): 
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                                                3.8   1

The greater the number of frequency components used ( ) the more accurate the 

THD estimation will be. However, the simulation will take longer time to run.  The 

number of frequency components is taken to be 255. 

According to the IEEE interconnection standard the THD of the inverter’s voltage 

at PCC should be kept under the 5%. 

 

Figure  3.6: THD calculation of the inverter output current in PSCAD. 

3.2 UOF/UOV Principle of Operation and simulation results 

UOF/UOV Passive methods basically monitor the system’s voltage and frequency 

in order to decide whether or not an islanding has taken place. They are easy to 

implement and consists of UOV/UOF protective relays installed on the DG side as 

discussed in section 3.1.4. Figure  3.7 shows the generic system for anti-islanding.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  3.7: System under study. 
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The DG will supply the active and reactive power needed for the load. In practical 

conditions, some power mismatch exists between the DG output and the load i.e. ΔP ≠ 

0, ΔQ ≠ 0. During the grid connected condition, the power mismatch will be 

compensated from the grid. However, when the grid is disconnected and an island is 

formed, the voltage and frequency will deviate. If ΔP and ΔQ are large enough the 

voltage and frequency will go beyond the nominal ranges of UOF/UOV protection 

devices and a trip signal will be sent to trip circuit breaker CB2.   

Table  3.2 and Table  3.3 show the thresholds on both voltage and frequency 

parameters respectively, according to the IEEE Std. 1547-2003 and IEEE Std. 929-

2000  [7]. 

Table  3.2: System response to abnormal voltage operations. 

Voltage at PCC Maximum Trip time 

V< 50 % 6 cycles 

50 %< V < 88 % 120 cycles 

88 %< V < 110 % Normal Operation 

110 %< V < 120 % 60 cycles 

V > 120 % 6 cycles 

 

Table  3.3: System response to abnormal frequency operations. 

Voltage at PCC Maximum Trip time (sec) 

f > 60.5 0.16 

f < 59.3 0.16 

 

Before testing the UOF/UOV performance on the simulated model, the 

relationship between the power mismatch thresholds and the voltage/frequency 
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thresholds was found analytically to be as shown in equations (3.9) and (3.10)  [21]. 

The detailed derivation of equations (3.9) and (3.10) is found in APPENDIX B. 

 

1
∆

 1                                 3.9  

 

. 1
∆

 . 1                     3.10  

 

Where: Vmax; Vmin; fmax and fmin are the UOV/UOF thresholds. Typically, 

110%, and 88% of the nominal voltage. 60.5  and  59.3  

. Then for 2.5: 

17.36%
∆

 29.13%                                       3.11  

5.94%
∆

 4.11%                                          3.12  

 

The results show that if the power and reactive power mismatch are within the 

calculated thresholds then the voltage and frequency of the system will remain within 

the acceptable limits even if an island is formed. As a result, any island maybe formed 

and sustain without being detected. Equations (3.11) and (3.12) may form an area 

which is called the Non detective zone (NDZ), as shown in Figure  3.8.  
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Figure  3.8: NDZ of UOV/UOF with different quality factors. 

The analytical results are then validated by PSCAD simulation of the system 

model explained in section 3.1. The NDZ of the simulation for quality factor = 2.5 is 

mapped in Figure  3.9. 

 

Figure  3.9: Analytical and simulation NDZ of UOV/UOF when quality factor = 2.5. 
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It is noted from Figure  3.9 that some differences between the analytical and the 

simulation result exist. These differences are due to the omission of quadratic terms in 

the analytical derivation found in Appendix A  [21].   

The following few points can be concluded from equations (3.11), (3.12), 

and Figure  3.8 : 

• UOF/UOV passive techniques have a large NDZ for this specific inverter’s 

control.   

• Reactive power mismatch is more sensitive than active power mismatch. 

• UOV non-detective zone is dominant by the active power mismatch, while 

UOF non-detective zone is dominant by the reactive power mismatch.       

• It is evident from Figure  3.8 that as the quality factor increases the NDZ 

increases. Since the higher the quality factor is the stronger the resonance. 

In this case it will be difficult to drift the frequency of the power island.    

 

Figure  3.10 shows an islanding event took place at t = 0.3sec. The power 

mismatch is within the NDZ (∆ ∆ 0).  It is evident from Figure  3.10 that the 

passive technique failed to detect the islanding. On the other hand Figure3.11 shows 

the same case with power mismatch (∆ 4.33%). It is clear from Figure  3.11 that 

the islanding is detected since the system frequency deviated beyond the acceptable 

limits, this deviation is due to the reactive power mismatch.   
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Figure  3.10: Simulation result for system (a) frequency (b) current (c) Voltage when the power 

mismatch is within the NDZ. 

 

Figure  3.11: Simulation result for system (a) frequency (b) current (c) Voltage when (∆P

0%, ∆Q=4.33%). 
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3.3 Detection of Harmonics’ Principle of Operation and Simulation Results 

In this method, the inverter controller will monitor the THD of the inverter’s 

voltage at PCC as explained in section 3.1.5 and will send a trip signal to disconnect 

the DG if the THD exceeds a threshold. During the grid connected mode, low THD is 

maintained at the PCC. This is because the utility generally have low impedance. So 

the harmonic current interacting with low impedance will produce a small amount of 

distortion in the PCC voltage. However, when the grid is disconnected and an island is 

formed, the harmonic currents produced by the inverter will flow into the load, which 

in general has much higher impedance than the utility leading to a larger harmonics in 

PCC voltage. This change in voltage harmonics can be monitored in order to decide 

the occurrence of an islanding event. Moreover, the presence of non-linear loads in the 

power island (i.e. the distribution step down transformer) will be excited by the output 

current of the inverter. Hence, the voltage response to the current excitation can be 

highly distorted  [7]. 

DH promises to be highly successful in islanding detection. However, DH method 

suffers from the problem of selecting the appropriate threshold. The threshold selected 

should be a) higher than the THD produced during grid connected mode; b) lower than 

the THD produced during islanding situations. Hence, it is difficult to set a threshold 

that will detect islanding and at the same time does not cause false 

tripping [12].  Figure  3.12 shows the percentage of THD calculated for the three phases 

of the voltage signal at the PCC when islanding took place at t =0.3 sec. The load has a 

quality factor of 2.5 and reactive power mismatch equal to 5%.  If the threshold was 

selected to be 5% which is the maximum allowable THD set by the power quality 

standards then the islanding event will be detected since the THD exceeds the preset 

threshold. Figure  3.13 shows the percentage of THD when a capacitor bank is switched 

at t = 0.3sec. It is observed from Figure  3.13 that the percentage exceeded 5% though 

an islanding has not taken place. Thus, transient voltage disturbances especially large 

ones such as switching of a capacitor bank as shown could lead to an increase in THD 

which might be falsely interpreted as islanding event. It is clear that it is not possible to 

select a threshold that meets criteria a) and b).  
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Figure  3.12: Percentage of THD calculated for (a) phase a (b) phase b and (c) phase c when islanding 

took place at t = 0.3sec (∆P 0%, ∆Q=5% , Q 2.5). 

 

 

Figure  3.13: Percentage of THD calculated for (a) phase a (b) phase b and (c) phase c when switching of 

capacitor bank took place at t = 0.3sec. 

Figure  3.14 shows an islanding event took place at t = 0.3sec under power 

balanced conditions (∆ ∆ 0) and a load of 2.5 quality factor.  It is evident the 

passive technique failed to detect the islanding. The failure is due to the high quality 

factor of the parallel RLC load which attenuates the higher frequency components and 

exhibits low pass filter characteristics. On the other hand, Figure  3.15 describes the 
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same case but with a load having quality factor of 0.5. It is clear that the THD 

percentage is greater than the previous case (load with 2.5 quality factor) yet the 

islanding has not been detected when a threshold of 5% was chosen. Since the parallel 

RLC load can exhibits low pass characteristics that attenuate higher frequency 

components it is more convenient to set a threshold lower than 5%.   

The results suggest that THD is not always capable of detecting islanding. The 

method is affected by transient voltage disturbance, quality factor of loads, and the 

presence of power electronics devices which produce current harmonics. Hence, DH 

suffers from nuisance tripping.   

 

 

Figure  3.14: Percentage of THD calculated for (a) phase a (b) phase b and (c) phase c when islanding 

took place at t = 0.3sec (∆Q=∆p 0 % , Q 2.5). 
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Figure  3.15: : Percentage of THD calculated for (a) phase a (b) phase b and (c) phase c when islanding 

took place at t = 0.3sec (∆Q ∆p 0% , Q 0.5). 

 

3.4 Summary 

The chapter identified the limitations of UOF/UOV and DH passive techniques.  

UOF/UOV islanding techniques have large NDZ and fail to detect islanding in case of 

power match in the power island especially with high quality factor load. When using 

the DH method it is difficult to select an appropriate threshold that provide islanding 

detection and at the same time do not lead to false tripping. Therefore, these techniques 

have limitations and they should be combined with other islanding detections 

techniques especially in the presence of multiple DGs in the distribution network. 
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CHAPTER   4 

PROPOSED ISLANDING DETECTION TECHNIQUE 

The proposed technique is based on the identification of the transients associated 

with islanding, and differentiating them from the transients associated with non-

islanding events such as faults, switching.  

In this chapter, the proposed Neuro-wavelet based islanding detection technique is 

explained.  The chapter starts with an overview of artificial neural networks (ANN) 

followed by an explanation of the training process. Section two gives a brief 

introduction to wavelet transform including its theory, choice of mother wavelet, and 

practical implementation of wavelets. Section three presents the methodology of the 

proposed Neuro-wavelet technique. Finally, results and discussion are given in section 

4 and 5, respectively.    

4.1  Artificial Neural Networks 

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been used in many potential applications 

in power systems operation and control. Load forecasting, fault diagnosis/fault 

location, economic dispatch, transient stability and harmonics analysis are some of the 

application in which ANN was adopted as a classifier  [23].  ANNs are often used as 

classifiers since they have the capability of learning complex mapping, linear or 

nonlinear from the input space to the output space  [24]. The architecture and the 

training algorithm of the feed forward artificial neural network are described in the 

following sections. 
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4.1.1 Artificial Neural Network Architecture 

ANN consists of simple processing units, called neurons, operating in parallel to 

solve specific problems. Figure  4.1 shows a simple neuron with input vector  of 

dimension 1 . The input  is multiplied by a weight  of dimension1 . Then a 

bias  is added to the product .    is a transfer function (called also the activation 

function) that takes the argument  and produces the net output a. The most commonly 

used transfer functions are shown in Figure  4.2. Both the weight and the bias are 

adjustable parameters of the neurons. 

The idea of ANN is that these parameters (   ) are adjusted so that the 

network exhibits some desired behavior. Thus the network can be trained to do a 

particular job by adjusting the weight or bias parameters  [25]. 

 

 

 

              
 

 

 

Figure  4.1: Neuron. 

A neuron with a hard-limit activation function is called a perceptron and it is used 

for classification purposes. Since, the hard-limit activation function divides the input 

space into two regions. The perceptron produces 1.0 if the net output is greater or equal 

to 0, otherwise it produces a 0.  On the other hand, a neuron with purelin activation 

function is used for linear approximation purposes. The linear (purelin) and sigmoid 

(tansig, logsig) activation functions are used in backpropagation networks which will 

be explained later in this section since they are differentiable  [24].     

n a 
 

 

 

 

  1  1

1 1

1 1  1 1 
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Figure  4.2: Transfer functions. 

A number of neurons can be combined together to form a layer of neurons. A one 

layer of  input elements and  neurons is shown in Figure  4.3  [24].  

 

 

Figure  4.3: One layer network of  input elements and  neurons. 

A network can have many layers of neurons to form multiple layers of 

neurons. Figure  4.4 illustrates three layers of  input elements and  neurons. The 

layer that produces the network output is called an output layer. All other layers are 

called hidden layers. The three layer network is shown in Figure  4.4 has one output 

layer and two hidden layers  [24]. 
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Figure  4.4: Three layer network of  input elements and  neurons. 

4.1.2 Training the ANN 

A training algorithm is defined as a procedure of updating the weights and biases 

of a network so the network will be able to perform the particular design task. The 

training algorithm is divided into two main categorizes: supervised learning, and 

unsupervised learning. ANN is classified under supervised learning. In the training 

stage, the training data set and the corresponding targets are entered to the model. 

Once the network weights and biases are initialized, the network is ready for training. 

The weights and biases are then adjusted in order to minimize the mean square error 

MSE (the average squared error between the networks outputs a and the target outputs 

t). This can be achieved using the gradient of the MSE. 

The gradient descent algorithm is determined using a technique called 

backpropagation  [24]. The steps of converging to the optimal solution can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. The network first uses the input vector to produce its output vector. 

2. The difference between the obtained target value and the actual 

target will be computed. This is referred to as the prediction error.  

3. The error will propagate backward through the network and the 

gradient (derivatives) of the change in error with respect to changes 

in weight values will be computed.  
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4. The weights will be updated accordingly to reduce the error.  

Each cycle is called an epoch. 

There are several issues involved when training multiple layers NN: 

• Selecting the number of hidden layer  

Network with one hidden layer is sufficient for solving most of 

the problems  [24]. Though having more than 1 hidden layer for 

some application may result in faster learning. However 

networks with more than one hidden layer will increase the 

probability of converging to local minima. 

• Deciding  the number of Neurons in the hidden layers 

If a small number of neurons are used, the network will be unable 

to model complex data, and the resulting fit will be poor. On the 

other hand, if too many neurons are used, the training time may 

become long and the network may over fit the data. When 

overfitting occurs the result is that the model fits the training data 

extremely well, but it generalizes poorly to novel data. The 

number of neurons chosen should correspond to the best 

performance on the validation data. 

4.2 Wavelet Transform 

Real time transients classification of power transients is very challenging since the 

high frequency content superimposed on the power frequency signals are usually 

aperiodic, short term and non stationary waveforms. Wavelet transform is proposed in 

order to extract discriminative features which will help in differentiating between 

transients associated with islanding event and those created from any other event such 

as switching of capacitor bank and temporary fault.  

Wavelet transform (WT) is an effective mathematical tool which has been widely 

used in many engineering applications such as speech and image processing. WT has 

found many numerous applications in the power systems field some of the applications 

are power system protection, power quality, and partial discharge. 
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Unlike Fourier transform (FT) which transforms the signal from the time domain 

to the frequency domain. The WT extract the frequency components of the signal 

while preserving the time domain properties  [26]. The theory of WT will be explained 

in the following section. 

4.2.1 Theory of Wavelet Transform 

Traditionally, the FT has been used extensively in signal processing to analyze 

stationary or time-invariant signals. In FT the analyzed signal is decomposed into a 

combination of sinusoidal waves having different frequencies. The FT is defined in (4. 

1). 

                                      4.1     

                       

Equation (4.1) defines the Fourier transform  at the specific frequency  to be 

the time integral over all time of the product of a given signal   with a complex 

sinusoid at the specified frequency .If the signal has a strong component at the 

particular frequency , the FT will be significant. Otherwise it will be negligible. Since 

FT is the sum of the coefficient all over time, the coefficient does not give an 

indication of the time at which a certain frequency exists. Thus, FT provides perfect 

frequency resolution but no time resolution. In order to overcome the deficiency of FT, 

a short-time Fourier Transform (STFT) was developed. In STFT the analyzed signal is 

segmented or windowed using a chosen window. STFT will map the analyzed signal 

into both time and frequency domain. In other words, STFT computes the FT on the 

segmented portion of the analyzed signal. If the window size chosen is large then, a 

larger portion of the segmented signal is considered resulting in good frequency 

resolution but poor time resolution. On the contrary, if the window size chosen is 

small, then a smaller portion of the segmented signal will be considered resulting in 

good time resolution but poor frequency resolution. STFT compromise between time 

and frequency information could be useful depending on the application. However, 

once the time window size is chosen it will be fixed for all frequencies. Many signals 

require a more flexible approach where the window size could be varied to determine 

more accurately either time or frequency. WT analysis represents the next logical step: 

a windowing technique with variable-sized regions. WT analysis allows the use of long 

time window intervals where more precise low-frequency information is needed, and 
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shorter regions where high-frequency information is desired. Hence, Wavelet analysis 

is capable of providing time localization of the analyzed signal.  

Similar to FT which breaks the signal into sinusoidal waves of different 

frequencies; WT breaks the signal into shifted and dilated version of a short term 

waveform called mother wavelet. Mathematically, the continuous wavelet transform 

(CWT) of a signal can be represented by: 

 

,  
√

.          4. 2      

                        

 Where: a is the scale, b is the translation or position, is the analyzed signal, 

and   is the mother wavelet described in (4. 3).  

 

,  
√

                                             4. 3   

                       

The definition of CWT shows that the wavelet analysis is a measure of the 

resemblance between the wavelet and the original signal. The calculated coefficient 

refers to the correlation or similarity between the function and the wavelet at the 

current scale. If the coefficient is relatively large then the signal is similar to the 

wavelet at this point in time-scale plane. In practical implementation of CWT there 

will be redundant information. Therefore, for the ease of computational purposes the 

scale and translation variables are discretized. The discrete wavelet transform is 

described in (4. 4). 

 

  ,  ∑ ,                  4. 4       

                

Where, ,  is the discretized mother wavelet given by (4. 5): 

 

,                                  4. 5                         



   

Where ao > 1 and bo > 0 are fixed real values, m is the scale and n is the translation 

are positive integers. 

4.2.2 Choice of mother wavelet  

In wavelets applications, the choice of appropriate mother wavelet plays an 

important role in the analysis. Different basis functions have been proposed. These 

include Haar, Morlet, Mexican, Daubechies, etc. The choice of mother wavelet 

depends on the application. For example in signal processing in real time, computation 

efficiency may be of importance to be considered. For classification of power quality 

disturbance signals, the choice revolves of discrimination between various 

transients  [26].  

Daubechies wavelet family is one of the most suitable wavelet families in 

analyzing power system transients as investigated in  [9],  [19], and  [26]. In the present 

work, the db1 wavelet shown in Figure  4.5 (with two filter coefficients) has been used 

as the mother wavelet for analyzing the transients associated with islanding. db1 is a 

short wavelet and therefore it can efficiently detect transients.  

 

Figure  4.5: db1 mother wavelet. 
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4.2.3 Discrete wavelet transform’s practical implementation   

The WT can be implemented with a specially designed pair of FIR filters called a 

quadrature mirror filters (QMFs) pair. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is 

computed by successive low pass and high pass filters which are combined in a tree 

structure. The filter bank is able to decompose the signal into low and high frequency 

components. These filters are combined with down sampling operators which will de-

sample the signal by a factor of two  [27].   

Implementation of three levels WT is illustrated in Figure  4.6 . In order to get the 

DWT of a signal S, The original signal S is passed through a low pass filter LP and 

high pass filter HP. The resulting signal from LP is a smoothed version of the original 

signal S and called the approximation signal (A1). While, the resulting signal from HP 

is a detailed signal of the original signal S and called the detail signal (D1). D1 is the 

WT coefficient at level one. Similarly, D2 is the WT coefficient at level two.  

 

 

Figure  4.6: Implementation of three levels WT. 
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4.3 Methodology  

The proposed method utilizes and combines wavelet analysis and artificial neural 

network. Wavelet transform is capable of decomposing the signals into different 

frequency bands. It can be utilized in extracting discriminative features from the 

acquired voltage signals. The features are then fed to a trained ANN model which if 

well trained is capable of detecting islanding and differentiating between islanding 

events and any other events that have transients such as switching or temporary fault.  

In the proposed technique, prescribed events are simulated. The voltage signals at 

the DG side are acquired in order to be analyzed using WT. The discriminative 

features are then captured and fed to a trained ANN model. The ANN considered two 

classes namely: non-islanding and islanding. A general block diagram of the proposed 

method is illustrated in Figure  4.7. 

 

 

 

 

 

Trained 

ANN 

Figure  4.7: General methodology block diagram. 

 

The system under study is simulated in PSCAD as discussed in chapter three. The 

system model contains three DGs. The simulated DGs are inverter based PV panel 

identical to each other i.e. they have the same DC input and current controller scheme. 

The system model with three DGs is shown in Figure  4.8. Adding multiple DGs 

connected to the same point of common coupling will affect the islanding detection 

technique due to the interferences between the sources  [28].Moreover, the possibility 

of the islanding detection technique to malfunction is higher when having multiple 

DGs than having single DG. This is because the total amount of the output power of 

each DG can change to match the load connected to the line  [29].  
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Figure  4.8: System model with three DGs. 

 

Two different sets of data which correspond to the two different classes (islanding 

and non-islanding) are simulated in PSCAD. The simulated non-islanding cases 

include adding and removing of different loads, adding and removing of capacitor 

banks, and temporary single line to ground (SLG), line to line to ground (LLG), and 

three phases to ground faults at different inception angles and at different locations of 

the distribution network. Furthermore, the events simulated under the following states:  

• Different utility grid operating states, including normal system 

loading, and different system loading. 

• Different DG operating states, including normal DG loading, and 

different DG loading. 

On the other hand, the islanding cases simulated include opening of circuit 

breakers CB1, CB2, CB3 or CB4, shown in Figure  4.8, at different times within one 

cycle in case of matched and unmatched power.  
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Voltage signals for the different mentioned cases are then acquired from the DG 

PCC. WT will be carried out on the obtained voltage signals to extract the features. 

The purpose of feature extraction is to identify specific signature of the voltage 

waveforms that can detect islanding and differentiate between islanding and any other 

transient condition. 

A transient signal can be fully decomposed into smoothed signals and detailed 

signals for L wavelet levels. In wavelets applications, Daubechies wavelet family is 

one of the most suitable wavelet families in analyzing power system transients as 

investigated in  [9],  [19], and  [26]. In the present work, db1 wavelet has been used as 

the mother wavelet for extracting the energy content of the detail coefficient of voltage 

waveforms. db1 is a short wavelet and therefore it can efficiently detect transients. The 

voltage signals were decomposed for 7 wavelet levels. Table  4.1 gives the frequency 

band information of the wavelet analysis. The sampling frequency is 10 kHz. Details 

(D1- D7) were used for feature extraction. Other details are ignored due to the low 

frequency components which is below the fundamental frequency 60 Hz. 

Table  4.1: Frequency band information for the different levels of wavelet analysis. 

Wavelet level Frequency Band 
(Hz) 

Wavelet level Frequency Band 
(Hz) 

1 – D1 2500-5000 5 – D5 156.25-312.5 

2 – D2 1250-2500 6 – D6 78.125-156.25 

3 – D3 625-1250 7 – D7 39.0625-78.0625 

4 – D4 312.5-625 A7 19.5-39.025 

 

The energy content in the details of each decomposition level for all voltage 

signals was calculated using the detail coefficients in the corresponding level. Equation 

(4. 6) shows the calculation of the energy content for the first detail (D1). The energy 

content in the other decomposition levels can be calculated the same way.  
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                                                    4. 6  

Where:  is the energy content of D1 for voltage signal of phase (a) and  is 

the kth coefficient in the first decomposition level. 

The energy content determined using (4.6) is extracted from the details in each of 

the three-phase voltage signals. The feature vector chosen corresponds to the 

summation of energies for phases a, b, and c. Figure  4.9 illustrates the features 

extracted from the voltage signal in phase a.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  4.9: Feature extraction methodology. 

 

After collecting the features for the simulated different cases, the features will be 

fed to a trained ANN in order to identify whether the event took place is islanding or 

non-islanding event. Figure  4.10 shows a detailed flow chart of the proposed 

algorithm. 
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Figure  4.10: Flow chart of the proposed algorithm. 

 

The algorithm starts by collecting a one cycle sampled data window for each 

signal. Based on a sampling frequency of 10 kHz, one cycle contains 166 samples. A 

sliding data window of 0.0166 seconds is used. DWT will be then carried out and the 

energy content of the wavelet details for the acquired voltage waveforms will be 
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calculated. The feature vector will be then fed to a trained ANN. A decision whether or 

not an islanding has took place will be taken with the help of the trained ANN. 

4.4 Results 

The proposed method explained in section 4.3 is applied on the testing circuit 

discussed in chapter three. Figures 4.11-4.17 illustrate an example of the wavelet 

details (D1-D7) of 2 cycles voltage waveform acquired from phase (a) at DG1 when 

four different events have took place. These events have taken place at time = 

0.016sec. It is evident from Figures 4.11 -4.17 that some differences exist in the 

different types of events can be noticed by the naked eye. Figures 4.11-4.17 consist of 

four different graphs. The first graph shows an islanding event when the power 

generated from the DG match the power consumed by the load. On the other hand, the 

second graph demonstrates an islanding event in case of power mismatch. It can be 

noticed from the graph that the transients generated when there is power mismatch is 

more than the transients generated when power match. Thus, it is easy to detect 

islanding when power mismatch using simple passive technique as discussed in 

chapter three. The third graph represents a switching of load event near the DG. Three-

phase-to-ground fault event is shown in the last graph.  It is noticed from the graphs 

that during the fault the details dropped to zero since the DG is equipped with 

UOF/UOV protective relay which isolated the fault. 

 

Figure  4.11: Wavelet detail d_1 of voltage waveform in case of (a) islanding when power match, (b) 

islanding when power mismatch, (c) switching of load, and (d) three-phase-to-ground fault. 
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Figure  4.12: Wavelet detail d_2 of voltage waveform in case of (a) islanding when power match, (b) 

islanding when power mismatch, (c) switching of load, and (d) three-phase-to-ground fault. 

 

 

Figure  4.13: Wavelet detail d_3 of voltage waveform in case of (a) islanding when power match, (b) 

islanding when power mismatch, (c) switching of load, and (d) three-phase-to-ground fault. 
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Figure  4.14: Wavelet detail d_4 of voltage waveform in case of (a) islanding when power match, (b) 

islanding when power mismatch, (c) switching of load, and (d) three-phase-to-ground fault. 

 

 

Figure  4.15: Wavelet detail d_5 of voltage waveform in case of (a) islanding when power match, (b) 

islanding when power mismatch, (c) switching of load, and (d) three-phase-to- ground fault. 
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Figure  4.16: Wavelet detail d_6 of voltage waveform in case of (a) islanding when power match, (b) 

islanding when power mismatch, (c) switching of load, and (d) three-phase-to- ground fault. 

 

 

Figure  4.17: Wavelet detail d_7 of voltage waveform in case of (a) islanding when power match, (b) 

islanding when power mismatch, (c) switching of load, and (d) three-phase-to- ground fault. 
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It is evident from Figures 4.11-4.17 that some differences can be noticed between 

the four different events when analyzing the voltage waveforms using DWT. This 

variation in the waveform patterns lead to a different energy distribution from one 

event to another. However, one certain threshold does not discriminate between the 

different clusters. Hence, an artificial intelligence technique using artificial neural 

network (ANN) was adopted. ANN is often used as a classifier since it has the 

capability of learning complex mapping, linear or nonlinear from the input space to the 

output space as explained in section 4.1. 

A total of 540 islanding and non-islanding cases for DG1, DG2 and DG3 were 

simulated. Three distinctive training sets of 120 simulated cases and testing sets of 60 

cases were used to train and validate each model.  

In order to generalize the ability of the ANN classifier, cross- validation technique 

is used. In cross-validation, the available simulated data are divided into k disjoint sets, 

k models will be trained and tested using different combinations of the portioned data. 

The performance is then determined using the mean of the performance evaluated for 

each of the k models over the corresponding test partitions of the data [9]. In this work, 

3-fold cross-validation was carried out. The database will be partitioned into 3 

different subsets.  Of the three subsets, two subsets are used for training the model and 

the remaining subset is used for testing the model. Then the same process is repeated 3 

times until the whole data sets are used for testing the model. Three different models 

for the same DG will be then generated out of three different combinations of the total 

180 data. 

The performance of ANN for DG1, DG2 and DG3 of the first fold are shown in 

Tables 4.2-4.10. The accuracies obtained in Tables 4.2-4.10 represent the performance 

of the proposed technique when power match (  and ) which 

correspond to the worst case for passive anti-islanding detection methods as discussed 

in chapter three. Moreover, the performance of the method is tested in case of power 

mismatch and islanding is detected successfully.  
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Table  4.2: Performance matrix of DG1 (fold1). 

 Islanding Non-islanding 

Fold (1) 
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M
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20 0 0 0 0 Islanding Matched 

 1 9 0 0 0 Switching of load 

Non-

islanding 
2 0 8 0 0 Switching of Capacitor 

bank 

0 0 0 10 0 Faults 

0 0 0 0 10 Normal operation 

Accuracy  95% 

 

Table  4.3: Performance matrix of DG1 (fold2). 

 Islanding Non-islanding 

Fold (2) 
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n 
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Fa
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ts
 

 

20 0 0 0 0 Islanding Matched 

 1 9 0 0 0 Switching of load 

Non-

islanding 
0 0 10 0 0 Switching of Capacitor 

bank 

0 0 0 10 0 Faults 

0 0 0 0 10 Normal operation 

Accuracy  98.33% 
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Table  4.4: Performance matrix of DG1 (fold3). 

 Islanding Non-islanding 

Fold (3) 
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20 0 0 0 0 Islanding Matched 

 1 9 0 0 0 Switching of load 

Non-

islanding 
0 0 10 0 0 Switching of Capacitor 

bank 

0 0 0 10 0 Faults 

0 0 0 0 10 Normal operation 

Accuracy  98.33% 

 

Table  4.5: Performance matrix of DG2 (fold1). 

 Islanding Non-islanding 

Fold (1) 
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20 0 0 0 0 Islanding Matched 

 1 9 0 0 0 Switching of load 

Non-

islanding 
2 0 8 0 0 Switching of Capacitor 

bank 

0 0 0 10 0 Faults 

0 0 0 0 10 Normal operation 

Accuracy 95% 
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Table  4.6:  Performance matrix of DG2 (fold2). 

 Islanding Non-islanding 

Fold (2) 
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nk

 

N
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m
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n 

M
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ed

 

Fa
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20 0 0 0 0 Islanding Matched 

 0 10 0 0 0 Switching of load 

Non-

islanding 
0 0 10 0 0 Switching of Capacitor 

bank 

0 0 0 10 0 Faults 

0 0 0 0 10 Normal operation 

Accuracy 100% 

 

Table  4.7: Performance matrix of DG2 (fold3). 

 Islanding Non-islanding 

Fold (3) 
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n 

M
at
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Fa
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20 0 0 0 0 Islanding Matched 

 0 10 0 0 0 Switching of load 

Non-

islanding 
1 0 9 0 0 Switching of Capacitor 

bank 

0 0 0 10 0 Faults 

0 0 0 0 10 Normal operation 

Accuracy 98.33% 
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Table  4.8: Performance matrix of DG3 (fold1). 

 Islanding Non-islanding 

Fold (1) 
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n 

M
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Fa
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20 0 0 0 0 Islanding Matched 

 0 10 0 0 0 Switching of load 

Non-

islanding 
1 0 9 0 0 Switching of Capacitor 

bank 

0 0 0 10 0 Faults 

0 0 0 0 10 Normal operation 

Accuracy 98.33% 

  

Table  4.9: Performance matrix of DG3 (fold2). 

 Islanding Non-islanding 

Fold (2) 
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n 

M
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20 0 0 0 0 Islanding Matched 

 0 10 0 0 0 Switching of load 

Non-

islanding 
0 0 10 0 0 Switching of Capacitor 

bank 

0 0 0 10 0 Faults 

0 0 0 0 10 Normal operation 

Accuracy 100% 
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Table  4.10: Performance matrix of DG3 (fold3). 

 Islanding Non-islanding 

Fold (3) 
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M
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20 0 0 0 0 Islanding Matched 

 2 8 0 0 0 Switching of load 

Non-

islanding 
0 0 10 0 0 Switching of Capacitor 

bank 

0 0 0 10 0 Faults 

0 0 0 0 10 Normal operation 

Accuracy 96.67% 

 

The results for the three folds are summarized in Table  4.11:  

Table  4.11: ANN performance for DG1, DG2 and DG3 for the 3 folds. 

Fold DG1 DG2 DG3 

1 95% 95% 98.33% 

2 98.33% 100% 100% 

3 98.33% 98.33% 96.67% 

Average 

Accuracy 

97.22% 97.77% 98.33% 
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4.5 Discussion  

Results indicate that neuro-wavelet approach can detect islanding events with high 

degree of accuracy. The proposed method showed excellent performance for loads 

with high quality factor. 

In this research, the WT analysis was carried on the voltage signal since the 

transients are clearer in the voltage signal than the current signal. In order to confirm 

this concept, the analysis was repeated and the current waveform was considered 

instead of the voltage. It is noticed from Tables 4.12- 4.14 that the voltage waveform 

results in better recognition rate than the current. Hence the voltage waveform is more 

discriminative than the current waveform. Additionally, the energies of the WT details 

for both the voltage and current waveforms were considered as feature vectors. 

However, the recognition rates did not change significantly compared to the rates 

obtained when considering the voltage waveform only. Thus, for less computational 

complexity voltage waveform only was considered in the analysis. 

 

Table  4.12: ANN performance of DG1. 

Accuracy 
Fold Training Testing 

Voltage Current 

1 120 60 95% 81.67% 

2 120 60 98.33% 80% 

3 120 60 98.33% 81.67% 

Average accuracy 97.22% 81.11% 

Average accuracy when voltage and current 
were used  97.22% 
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Table  4.13: ANN performance of DG2. 

Accuracy 
Fold Training Testing 

Voltage Current 

1 120 60 95% 81.67% 

2 120 60 100% 95% 

3 120 60 98.33% 81.67% 

Average accuracy 97.77 % 86.11% 

Average accuracy when voltage and current 
were used 97.22% 

 

Table  4.14: ANN performance of DG3. 

Accuracy 
Fold Training Testing 

Voltage Current 

1 120 60 98.33% 80% 

2 120 60 100% 93.30% 

3 120 60 96.67% 83.33% 

Average accuracy 98.33% 85.55% 

Average accuracy when voltage and current 
were used 97.78% 

 

Investigation of the Neuro-wavelet technique’s response to addition of untrained 

DG is performed using the same system under study model. A fourth DG is added to 

the system model used before. The new DG is inverter based PV panel identical to the 

three old DGs. A total of 40 novel cases for the added DG4 are simulated and tested on 

the three ANN models for the three old DGs (DG1 ANN model, DG2 ANN model, 

and DG3 ANN model). The performance of ANN to an untrained DG is investigated 

and tabulated in Table  4.15. 
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Table  4.15: ANN performance of untrained DG4. 

Model Testing Accuracy 

DG1 model 60 93.33% 

DG2 model 60 98.33% 

DG3 model 60 98.33% 

Average accuracy 96.66% 

 

It is evident from Table  4.15 that the ANN classifier was capable of differentiating 

between islanding and non-islanding events for the untrained fourth DG. Hence, there 

is no need to retrain the ANN model when adding a new identical DG. Also, training a 

common classifier when having identical DGs will result in high degree of accuracy 

instead of having separate model for each DG.  
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CHAPTER   5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONDS 

Many schemes have been proposed to detect islanding such as passive, active and 

communication based techniques. Passive techniques work well when there is power 

imbalance between the power generated from the DG and the power consumed form 

the load. On the other hand, active methods affect the power quality and do not 

perform well in the presence of multiple DGs. Though communication based islanding 

detection techniques have no NDZ techniques, they are costly and complex.    

The performance of two commonly used passive anti-islanding techniques was 

validated by computer simulation. These techniques are under/over frequency (UOF), 

under/over voltage (UOV), and detection of harmonics (DH) passive anti-islanding 

schemes. UOV/UOF passive technique work well when there is a power imbalance 

between the power generated from the DG and the power consumed from the load. 

However, these methods fail to detect islanding under power balanced conditions. 

Based on the specified interface, it was verified that UOF/UOV techniques have large 

NDZ. On the contrary, in the DH method it is difficult to select an appropriate 

threshold that provide islanding detection but do not lead to false tripping. These 

techniques are not capable of detecting islanding alone and should be combined with 

other techniques especially in the presence of multiple DGs in the distribution network. 

 The neuro-wavelet based islanding technique was successfully implemented for 

multiple three phase inverter interfaced DGs. Wavelet transform is capable of 

decomposing the voltage signals into different frequency bands. It can be utilized in 

extracting discriminative features from the acquired voltage signals. The energy 
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content of wavelet details are then calculated and fed to a trained ANN which is 

capable to differentiating between islanding and non-islanding events.  

Implementing neuro-wavelet based anti-islanding technique using the feature 

vectors extracted from the voltage signals yields superior performance in terms of the 

detection rate than that extracted from the current signals. However, considering the 

features extracted from both the voltage and current signals resulted in insignificant 

change of the detection rates compared to the rates obtained when considering the 

voltage waveforms only. Thus, for less computational complexity voltage waveforms 

were only considered in the analysis. Analysis of the response of the proposed method 

to addition of identical untrained DG was examined. Simulation results verified that 

the islanding cases were successfully detected in case of adding untrained identical 

DGs since the voltage transients generated is identical. Hence using a common trained 

model for all the identical connected DG is capable of detecting the islanding event 

rather than training separate models for each DG in the island.     

The simulation results proved that the proposed method is immune to any changes 

of the connected load. The method has good performance for parallel RLC loads 

having quality factor of 2.5. Normally the load connected on the distribution feeder has 

a quality factor of 2.5 or less. Moreover, since the proposed method is categorized 

under passive techniques it has no negative effect on the power quality. 

5.1 Future work  

Though the proposed method resulted in very good accuracy rate, the technique 

has been validated using relatively small testing set. Increasing the testing data set will 

result in more general and accurate recognition rate. The proposed technique was 

implemented on one system configuration. To increase confidence in these results, 

similar simulations could be performed using different system models. Another 

direction for future work is to implement and verify the proposed approach with 

practical and real time implementation.  
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APPENDIX A 

The PSCAD simulation model is shown in the figure below: 

 

Figure A. 1: PSCAD simulation of the system model 
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 The inverter’s controller is shown in the figure below 

 

 

Figure A.2: the inverter controller 
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 The inverter’s controller is shown in the figure below 

 

 

Figure A. 3: Three leg inverter inverter 
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APPENDIX B 

 
Derivation of U/OF and U/OV NDZ is found in  [21] 

 

Figure B.1: generic system for anti-islanding study 

  

 

Figure B.2: DG and RLC load after islanding 
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In Figure A.2, an island is formed and the DG.  

The new load resonant frequency is  

′  
1

2 ∆ ∆
                                                               B. 1  

The following equation can be obtained: 

 

1
2 ∆ ∆

 1
2

                         B. 2  1
2

                     
√

∆ ∆
 1                                                    B. 3  

 

Given the frequency thresholds f , and f  , in order for  to be within the 

thresholds, the following condition must be met: 

√
 1                           B. 4  

∆ ∆

 

This expression can be simplified with approximation of ∆L ∆C 0; 

 

1
∆ ∆

1                                              B. 5  

The relationship between ∆  and ∆ can be derived as 

∆  
1

2 ∆ 2 ∆                 B. 6  

 

 
1

2 1 ∆ 2
1 ∆

                     B. 7  
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 1 ∆
1 ∆

 

                                                             B. 8  

 
Based on Q  definition, there is 
 

                                                                 . 9  
 

 
Then the normalized ∆  

1 ∆
∆

 
1 ∆

 

                                  B. 10  

 

  
1 1 ∆

 
1 ∆

1 ∆                                 . 11  

 

∆ ∆
  

∆ ∆

 

1 ∆                         . 12  

 
Here, two approxim ons are made ati

1. 0; ∆ ∆  
2. 1 ∆

 

1. 

From A.5 and A.12, the following equation is obtained 

 

. 1
∆

 . 1              . 13  

 

Similarly, the relationship between the voltage and active power is derived as 

follows: 
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Before islanding the load active power is   after islanding the active power is 

∆
 . Assuming the DG is constant power control, and then the balance of active 

power gives: 

 
∆
∆

2

∆
 

2

                                                    . 14  

 

Equation A. 14 can be simplified as  

 

∆
 2

∆ ∆
                                                  . 15  

 

Before islanding the grid supplie ∆   to the RLC load s 

∆ ∆                                                         . 16   

Normalize ∆  

 

2

∆  
2 ∆

∆
 

∆
2 ∆ ∆

1

                 . 17  

Substituting (A.15) into (A.17) and simplifying the equation, the following equation 
will be obtained: 

  
2 ∆ ∆

∆

2 ∆
 

1
∆

1          . 18  
∆ 1 1

Given the voltage thresholds, Vmax and Vmin, and in order for V` to be within the 

thresholds, the following condition should be met. 

1
∆

 1                                 . 19  
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